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I hope we will all enjoy a great year at Eagle Lake with better weather and fewer bugs than 
2017.

The ELCA intends to focus on reversing some of the environmental damage that the Lake has 
experienced in recent years. This focus will be twofold; beginning to lower the phosphorous 
levels, as well as developing and implementing a strategy for controlling the invasive 
phragmites that are growing in various areas of both the south and north basins.

With respect to phosphorous, the abnormally high levels are the result of fertilizer usage and 
malfunctioning septic systems or holding tanks. Phosphorous was one factor which led to Eagle 
Lake’s first blue-green algae alert last summer. We can reverse this trend by reducing the 
number of products we use that contain phosphorous, the most prominent of these being 
fertilizers. We alerted our Municipal Council about this problem and Machar Township recently 
enacted a bylaw which prohibits fertilizer use within fifteen metres of a waterbody. The safest 
practise is to forgo the use of them altogether.

With respect to the invasive phragmites, the first step in the process involves public education. 
The ELCA and Machar Township are hosting a public information session on Saturday April 28th. 
It is open to anyone in the Almaguin area as these plants reproduce and spread so easily that 
areas where they do not now grow are still under threat. We will use this session as an 
opportunity to begin the process of controlling the infected areas of Eagle Lake with the 
ultimate objective of eliminating them from both basins. This newsletter contains a more 
detailed article about the seminar and I strongly urge people to attend.

Lastly, I want to ask people to renew their memberships in the ELCA. We have kept the annual 
fee quite low and offer a discount for those who join for a period of five years. As the ELCA 
becomes involved in more important projects and activities, we need additional financial 
resources.
Enjoy a happy, healthy and safe 2018.

Mike Mitchell

AN AERIAL VIEW OF ANGUS BAY!
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ELCA ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

On Saturday July 21 of this year the ELCA will hold its Annual General Meeting. It will be held at the Highlander Brewery in
South River and will begin at 9am. I encourage all of our members to attend. We will be providing updates on all our
activities and distributing a financial statement. We will provide an overview of the challenges facing Eagle Lake and the
actions the ELCA is undertaking to deal with them. Perhaps the most beneficial component of the meeting involves me
and the other Directors responding to questions and suggestions brought forward by the attendees. The AGM provides
an excellent opportunity for all ELCA members to participate in our organization and obtain a full appreciation of our
activities and objectives.

This year we will be able to provide a full report on the outcome of the public information session about invasive
phragmites. Because it is scheduled for late April many members of the ELCA will not be able to attend. The AGM
provides an opportunity to review the issues discussed during the seminar and outline the plans for controlling this
vegetation.

As usual, sandwiches and other refreshments will be served. In addition, the facility at the Brewery allows us the
opportunity to socialize after the formal meeting ends and mingle with the Board members and other participants. Please
mark this date on your calendar and I look forward to seeing you on July 21st.

• .

2018 MUNICIPAL ELECTION

NOTICE OF 
CHURCH SERVICE
St. John’s Church located at 

1174 Scarlett Road. 

Services are held at 10:30am each week 
beginning July 1st and continue each 

Sunday until September 2nd

Thanksgiving Service 
Saturday, October 6th  
Everyone is welcome!

On Monday October 22 of this year the municipal elections will be held
throughout Ontario. The ELCA does not endorse any specific candidate but we
strongly encourage our members to participate by exercising their right to vote.
A number of years ago the ELCA was instrumental in convincing Machar
Township to implement voting by mail to ensure that all Township residents
have equal opportunity to vote whether or not they are in the Township on
election day. This involves a significant expense for the municipality and it is
important that we all take the opportunity to participate. For the ELCA it is
important that we have a dedicated involved municipal council with which we
can work on issues of major mutual importance like the control of invasive
phragmites.

If any member of the ELCA wishes to become more involved, they should
consider running for a seat on Council. It provides an excellent opportunity to
become engaged in our municipality, ensure the continuation of effective
administration, and to initiate improvements that can benefit everyone in
Machar. The Machar Township Spring Newsletter provided the information
needed for anyone who wishes to become a candidate. Anyone seeking more
detailed information can contact the municipal office or access
MunicipalEducation.ca which is maintained by the Association of Municipalities

of Ontario (AMO).
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The last page of this newsletter contains a copy of our membership form. We ask that all members keep their
membership current as the funds are essential to the operation of our Association. After decades of maintaining
the yearly fee at $20.00 we increased it to $25.00 last year. To encourage people to take a multi year membership,
the ELCA offers a five-year membership for $100.00. The major advantages of the five-year membership occur
because it significantly reduces the administrative burden for our volunteers and it reduces the cost of
membership by $5.00 per year.
We also request that our members speak with their neighbours on the Lake to encourage them to join if they are
not already members. The ELCA and our Board of Directors is committed to protecting Eagle Lake and improving
the health of the Lake and the area surrounding it. Funding from membership fees is essential to our efforts. There
is strength in numbers, particularly when the ELCA needs to lobby our municipality or other levels of government
about issues that are important to the health of the Lake.

On Saturday April 28 of this year the ELCA, in partnership with Machar Township, will host a seminar for members of the 
public. The topic will be invasive phragmites, which were described in detail in our previous newsletter. This vegetation 
represents a serious threat to the health of Eagle Lake and everywhere else it becomes established in the Almaguin 
region. It is growing in over twenty locations in Eagle Lake, most notably in the south basin at; the Narrows, the public 
boat launch site, and significant portions of Bagshaw Bay. It has also spread to the north basin. There are reports that it 
has been identified in Lake Bernard and it is a major problem in many parts of the Province.
This year the ELCA and Machar intend to begin projects to control the spread of  invasive phragmites, with the goal of 
eventually exterminating them from the Lake and surrounding properties. This will require a multi-year effort that will 
probably involve more than one control mechanism. This vegetation spreads readily and if efforts to control it are not 
undertaken properly, they can actually accelerate the spread of the phragmites.
The first stage of the process involves education of the public. It is essential that residents be able to identify invasive 
phragmites and know how to eliminate them in an environmentally responsible manner. Invasive phragmites have been 
established in Eagle Lake for years and were not properly identified until last year. The earlier they are identified, the 
easier it is to bring them under control. For this reason the seminar is open to anyone from the Almaguin region. The 
experts who will conduct the presentations will provide practical advice on how to effectively deal with this vegetation. 
The seminar is also important for those whose property is currently free of invasive phragmites so they are able to 
readily identify if it becomes established on, or near, their property.
The seminar will be held in South River on the second floor of the South River Machar Arena which is located at 1A 
Lincoln Avenue. The session will begin at 10am. After the formal presentations there will be a question and answer 
session when all attendees will have the opportunity to ask questions or make comments and suggestions. The ELCA 
Board of Directors strongly encourages everyone to attend the seminar. As well, we ask that you recommend the 
seminar any of your friends or acquaintances who reside in the Almaguin Region. To ensure that the meeting room is set 
up for the correct number of attendees and that we provide an adequate amount of refreshments we request that those 
intending to attend register with Machar Township. This can be done by phone at 705 386-7741 or by E-mail at: 
adminmachar@vianet.ca.
SEE YOU ON APRIL 28. 
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JB Photography

I had the opportunity to attend the FOCA seminar and make a presentation respecting the issue with invasive phragmites in Eagle Lake.
It was a very interesting seminar with two other topics that were of particular interest for me.

The first session dealt with the management, signage, and funding of private roads as well as the relationship these property owners
have with their local municipalities. The presenters discussed the case law that applies to the management of private roads in Ontario, a
record of which is maintained by FOCA. There are a number of private roads that provide access to parts of Eagle Lake but, to date, none
of the property owners have identified the type of maintenance and funding issues that were raised by the participants in this session to
our attention.

The other session dealt with septic systems. The presenter, Rick Esselment of the Ontario Onsite Wastewater Association, has
completed research on septic systems and provided a number of unique observations. His research indicated that for malfunctioning
septic systems the problem originated in the leaching field in the majority (70% - 75%) of the cases. He stressed the need to carefully
restrict what goes into the system. Things like vegetables, coffee grounds, grease, and chemicals will severely impair, or stop, the
natural processes essential to a properly functioning system. He stated that garburators should never be used in a septic system. In
addition, overuse of the system can create problems but, at the same time, a properly functioning system requires considerable flow
through of water. For this reason, low flow toilets are not recommended.

Perhaps his most notable observation pertained to pump outs. His study concluded that most of the tanks that were pumped out did
not need to be. The conventional wisdom has been that a pumpout is required every two to five years. The problem with this
calculation, which is particularly relevant for seasonal properties, is that capacity and usage vary so much between properties. For
example, tanks can be of different sizes. In addition, each household can have a different number of residents, and septic tanks in
seasonal properties are only used for part of the year.

The alternative offered during this session involves measuring the level of sediment in the septic tank with a measuring stick. This
requires removal of the lid on the riser for the section of the tank that receives the outflow from the building. If the sediment buildup in
this chamber of the tank exceeds 33% of the depth of the tank, it requires a pump out. If the solids grow higher than that depth, there is
not sufficient space left in the tank for the solids to separate. In his study most of the tanks being pumped had not reached the 33%
level.

Once his presentation is published, a more detailed description will be included in the ELCA newsletter.

Mike Mitchell
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Samples of water from Eagle Lake have been collected annually and tested for over 30 years.  Water samples from each basin of the 
lake are gathered in late May and are then sent to be analyzed for phosphorus and calcium at the Dorset Environmental Science Centre.  
The DESC serves as the centre of scientific expertise on environmental issues affecting Ontario’s inland lakes for the Ministry of 
Environment and Climate Change (MOECC) and is the home of the Lake Partner Program (LPP). In partnership with FOCA (Federation of 
Cottagers Association), the LPP provides a province-wide, volunteer-based monitoring program that focuses on the water quality of 
Ontario’s recreational lakes. Water clarity observations are also collected using a Secchi Disc throughout the summer months.

The data shows that water transparency has declined over the last 20 years.  In 1998, the Secchi disc could be seen at 5m in the north 
basin and 5.7m in the south basin.  In 2017, the depth was 2.4m (north basin) and 3.1m (south basin). According to FOCA, water clarity 
is impacted by fluctuations in algae, detritus, dissolved organic carbon, and other suspended solids in a lake (eg. tree pollen).  Climate 
change is believed to be a factor in changes being observed in our lakes. 

Increases in phosphorus can decrease water clarity by stimulating algal growth. Test results have shown that average total phosphorus 
concentration (µg/L) has increased.  In 2003, the average TP concentration was 5.5µg/L in the north basin and 4.6µg/L in the south.  Last 
year, the average was 13.4 µg/L (north) and 9.6µg/L (south). 
How can we limit nutrients such as phosphorus from entering our lake?  

WATER QUALITY RESULTS 2017

Eliminate Fertilizer Use
Remember that what goes on your property goes into the lake! Rain and irrigation carry these fertilizers into the water 
and encourage the rapid growth of aquatic plants and algae. For every pound of phosphorus in the water, 500 pounds of 
aquatic vegetation are produced! This year, Machar Council has introduced a new by-law which prohibits the use of 
fertilizers containing phosphorus within 15m of a waterbody.

Maintain Your Septic System
Pumping out your septic tank on a regular basis is critical to reducing nutrient flows into lakes. The frequency of your 
pump-outs will vary based on the size of your tank, your family size, and the number of appliances your use. 

Be Careful With Soap
At the lake, soaps should always be phosphate-free. Soapy wastewater from dishwashing and bathing should be disposed 
of in soil at least 60 meters from the water’s edge to prevent harming wildlife and creating nutrient-induced algae 
blooms.

Much of this information has been gathered from FOCA’s “A Shorelines Guide to Healthy Waterfronts” and “Lake 
Stewards Newsletter 2015. (www.foca.ca). FOCA has a wealth of information on their website.  I encourage you to visit it 
so that we can all become Lake Stewards! 
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INVAS!VE PHRAGMITES

The South River/Machar Fire Department recently acquired a tanker
truck and achieved “Superior Tanker Shuttle Accreditation.” This
COULD result in a premium discount up to 30%, as underwriters
consider the tanker to be a mobility fire hydrant.

There may be conditions such as your property being located within a
certain distance from the Fire Station; however, some underwriters
have apparently accepted greater distances....SO....SHOP AROUND FOR
SAVINGS, IF NECESSARY.

This discount, unfortunately, does not apply to the FOCA insurance
program via Cade & Associates, since their plan's premium is based on
claims experience, rather than specific tangible underwriting
information

If your insurer requires a copy of the accreditation, it is available from
the website of our Fire Department (www.srmfd.com). As well, Risto
Maki, Machar's Fire Chief, is willing to answer inqueries at (705) 386-
0066
Culver Riley, ELCA's Insurance Representative

POTENTIAL COTTAGE INSURANCE SAVINGS

NEW LOCATION! 
THE RIDGE GOLF COURSE 

328 SUNNY RIDGE ROAD, SUNDRIDGE
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5TH ANNUAL ELCA CALENDARS ON SALE!

The 2019 ELCA calendars featuring Eagle Lake and its
surroundings are hot off the press and will be available for sale
around the first of May

There’s no lovelier way to keep track of your appointments and
special occasions than accompanied by scenes of this beautiful
area.

On sale for $10, they can be purchased at ELCA’s AGM, at the
Narrow’s, the Highland Brewery Store and through your
neighbourhood ELCA board members.

Calendars make lovely gifts, great stocking stuffers and are great
for planning out next year’s lake adventures!

We encourage you to send in your photos of the lake, its
surroundings and of people enjoying its beauty.

Photos need to be of high resolution. Please send photos to
Stephanie Apollonio, stephanieapollonio@gmail.com, or call
(416) 469-0253. Photos will be selected by our independent
designer and may also be published on the ELCA website.

As noted in our November, 2017 newsletter, a “red alert “was issued last September 22nd as Eagle Lake had an outbreak of blue-green algae in 
Angus Bay and the waterfront by Mikisew Park. In both those locations a “large mass or scum” called a “bloom” was seen in 
the water.
Blue-green algae can grow and prosper where the water is shallow, slow moving and warm. A key factor affecting the growth of blue-green 
algae is the amount of nutrients like nitrogen and phosphorus. What we do around the lake can promote and contribute to the growth of blue-
green algae. We should and can be proactive in reducing, or better yet, 
eliminating the sources of nutrients that contribute to this growth. Prevention should be what we as a community espouse.

Key steps to reducing these nutrients include:

* check septic systems to ensure they do not leak out into the lake, having them pumped when required.
* use phosphate free detergents and cleaning products
• avoid bathing in the lake and inform guests and renters of this *avoid the use of fertilizers especially   those containing phosphates;
The new Machar Bi-Law prohibits the use of fertilizers within 15 meters of a waterway.
*maintain a natural shoreline, restoring shorelines with natural vegetation 
*If blue-green Algae are noticed Machar Township should be called immediately
* Do not drink the water
* Do not swim in the lake
* Do not shower or use the water for any purposes
* Restrict your pets from doing the same
* Avoid boiling the water as this may increase the toxin levels

The township will, through the “ code red alert” ,  notify all residents  when 
it is safe to resume those activities.
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SUPPORT LOCAL BUSINESSES!

  
ORIGINAL ART
By
Marg Cunningham

Marg Welcomes Browsers
595 Park Rd
Eagle Lake
705-386 -2279

July thru 
October
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SUPPORT LOCAL BUSINESSES

The Almaguin Quilter's' Guild is delighted to host a quilt show this 
year!

Mark the calendar! On August 11 and 12, 2018, plan to attend the 
"Quilting in the Country" Quilt Show at the Sohm Homestead 

located at 167 Bunker Hill Road, South River. The event is open 
from 10 am to 4 pm each day. View the quilts, have lunch in our 
tea room, participate in demonstrations and buy a ticket on the 

raffle quilt.
Hope to see you there!!

Studio 
By the 
Lake

ORIGINAL 
ART
BY

Marg 
Cunningham

Marg

Welcomes

Browsers

595 Park Rd

Eagle Lake

705-386-2279

Jul-Oct
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SUPPORT LOCAL BUSINESSES
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Name:  (must be property owner):_____________________________________________

Roll Number (from Tax Bill):  ______________________________________________________

Change of Address:     Y____ N____    (Please keep your address current)

Home Address:________________________________________________P.Code___________

Eagle Lake Address:  ____________________________________________ P.Code__________

Home Ph:(____)_____________ Lake Ph:(____)___________

E-Mail:_____________________

Please send newsletters and other correspondence to: #1 ____E-MAIL ____ regular mail____
OR #2 ____E-MAIL ____ regular mail____

Membership Type:   New ____ Renewal _____

1 year ($25)_____ 2 year ($50)_____ 5 year ($100)_____ Other_____________

I would like to make a donation: $______________

Are you interested in serving on any of the following committees? (please check) 

Picnic:__ Lake Markers:__Cottage Watch:___ Lake Rehabilitation:___Other(specify):___________

Comments:

ELCA  MEMBERSHIP FORM
$25.00 Annually

Please return form and fee to:
ELCA, Box 539, South River, Ontario P0A 1X0

Membership Fee due by January 1st pf each year
Can't remember if you've already paid the membership fee?

Check the far right side of the mailing label on 
your snail mail or contact us at boydf@sympatico.ca
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